
Precautionary Conditions while using GERMIBAN®  
TERMS AND CONDITIONS  
 

1) Purchaser is well explained with the affects of UVC rays, the ability to understand though varies, the 
manufacturer or the marketer or any company or person  associated with GERMIBAN does not hold 
any responsibility in using the device in a wrong manner, either intentional or un-intentional, by any 
person or object or computer or device or remote or alien or anything, or expression of any-kind, 
using the GERMIBAN to cause any harm or leading to any harm or danger, to any living beings, plants, 
animals, creatures or existing microbes or pathogens or non-living objects. 

2) Safety features, such as motion sensors, would automatically switch off the UVC source when a 
person/animal approaches it. Such safety features prevents the user and others in the vicinity from 
any accidental exposure to UVC radiation. 

3) The GERMIBAN® should be used by persons with good technical know-how and with sound health 
and Sound-mind Conditions. 

4) Neither the manufacturer nor the seller or agent or marketing agency or any person or company 
involved in the manufacturing or selling activity is responsible for any kind of accidental damage or 
any damage or ill health or any kind of health disorders or changes in genetic structure, or any health 
or non-health related disorders or changes, incurred to the person of operation or human beings or 
pets, plants present in the area operation or vicinity of operation. 

5) The manufacturing company or the marketing company would provide a detail training on how to 
operate the machine upon request by the purchaser/consumer/end user/or anyone using the device 
or handling the device, but the manufacturing company, marketing company is no way responsible 
for any accidents or damages or dangers happened by wrong handling of the device or operating 
without training or under no guidance or operated under ill health or non-sound mind conditions or in 
any confused operation.  

6) It is the primary responsibility of the buyer or purchaser or the end consumer to know the detail 
know-how on how to use the GERMIBAN or the effects of it, or the conditions of the usage, in the 
language understandable by the purchaser or user or operator.  

7) In no way it is the responsibility of the manufacturer or marketing company, or agent or persons or 
company or organisation, - involved in sales to check the mental soundness of the end consumer or 
purchaser or buyer. A detail training of how to use the device will provided, on request or a brief oral 
instruction will be given on how to operate and precautions to be taken while operating and using 
GERMIBAN will be provided. 

8) It is completely the responsibility of the purchaser, or buyer, or end user, or end consumer or 
consumer or people involved in operation, or people present in the geographical area of operation to 
know the effects, affects, causes, posed, if any, while using the GERMIBAN.  

9) The danger sign or radiation zone symbol needs to be hanged in the GERMIBAN area of operation.  
10) The GERMIBAN® is designed to protect from pathogens and is to be used as a sterilizer in closed 

indoors with no living being inside the Germiban operational space. 
11) Care should be taken while operating the GERMIBAN. 
12) No- part is to be removed or exposed, leading to dangers associated.  
13) If any failures or malfunction detected, the user of GERMIBAN, SHOULD call the service center or 

concerned staff and necessary steps must be followed based on the discussion or instructions.  
14) In case of remote switch failure – the operator either has to turn off the electrical main source of 

power to GERMIBAN or use eye protecting gear and cover in thick blanket and turn off the device. 
15) Proper USE of GERMIBAN will save Living organisms from pathogens.  
16) USE PROPERLY _ HAVE A SAFE LIVING.  

 
 
The seller or manufacture takes into consideration that-  
Purchase of GERMIBAN implies the purchaser agrees to above conditions.  
It is the duty of the purchaser or consumer to go through the terms and conditions offered, and understand 
well before using the GERMIBAN. 
 


